
Meet Smart Rates.  
Your new best friend.

Getting to know Smart Rates.

Two ways to use Smart Rates.

We can tell already, you and Smart Rates are really going to hit it off. To break 
the ice, we’ve put together a short overview of best practices to help you two get 
acquainted, with tips on how to maximize the benefits and take your relationship 
to the next level. We can’t wait to see the great results you’ll achieve together!

Smart Rates uses an artificial intelligence (AI) algorithm to recommend optimized hourly shift rates 
based on historical performance and market demand. Smart Rates works in real-time, continuously 
adjusting rates until the rate is accepted and the shift is filled. This increases the number of shifts filled, 
in less time, and at lower hourly rates on average, than if you did it yourself—without compromising  
the quality of the professional.

Relationships can move quickly! Smart Rates lets you choose how quickly. You can maintain veto 
power on any shift rate using recommended Smart Rates, or you can opt in to automated Smart 
Rates and they will automatically be applied to shifts as they become available.

Real-time rate recommendations you 
can manually accept

Save time by automatically accepting any 
real-time rate recommendation made by the 
Smart Rate algorithm

Staffers can view and optimize new 
shifts at the time of the creation Staffers have the ability to override automation 

and manually adjust rates as needed

Shifts are required to be manually 
optimized on a daily basis

Shifts are automatically optimized. Achieve the 
highest level of efficiency and optimization.

Accessible on the platform Can be enabled upon request
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When to accept Smart Rates.
       After posting shifts
You can use Smart Rates after posting shifts, and adjust depending on your goals.
• To fill more shifts, accept Smart Rate increases or opt in to automated Smart Rates.
• To save money, accept Smart Rate decreases. Again, you can manually accept the Smart Rate,  

or opt in to automated Smart Rates to automatically accept all Smart Rates.
• To fill more shifts and save money, simply accept all Smart Rates as they become available,  

or opt in to automated Smart Rates.

       When you need to fill shifts in the next 48 hours 

You can accept the Smart Rate on these shifts, or you can choose to accept Smart Rates  
at the time of posting, which will apply a one time rate adjustment on the shifts being posted.  
OR you can opt in to automated Smart Rates. 

      In real-time, while posting shifts 

One of the best ways you can use Smart Rates is when you are posting shifts. You can opt 
in to accept Smart Rates when creating new shifts. By doing this, you can be confident that 
each new shift you are creating is optimized as soon as possible. Optimizing sooner than  
later saves your facility money and fills more shifts. 

Accepting Smart Rates.
Accept Smart Rates as early and often as possible in order to fill the shift quickly at the optimal 
hourly pay. There are 2 ways to do this, depending on your schedule and comfort level:

Opt in to accepting a Smart Rate while  
posting your shifts.
• Shifts are analyzed and scored  

(based on probability) by the algorithm 
hourly.

• When the scoring of a shift changes  
a new Smart Rate will be recommended.

• Statistically, a shift is usually filled with the 
first Smart Rate, but sometimes it takes 
two or three adjustments.

Check Smart Rates at times that naturally  
work with your daily schedule.
• Morning and afternoon, or during interval 

bed meetings/staffing discussions.
• Daily at a minimum of 3 days a week.  

(For example, M, W, F).
• As your schedule is completed for  

core staff.
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           Save on  
       staffing costs  
   2 ways:

     By freeing up resources 

Let your staffing team automate 

tedious and time consuming 

tasks and they can increase 

productivity in other areas.

 

     On hourly shift rates 

Automated shift rates are  

consistently accepted at 

lower rates than manual  

postings (with equally  

qualified professionals).

Quick tips for using  
Smart Rates to your  
greatest advantage.

Cheat Sheet

With Smart Rates you can easily: 
• Post and remove shifts immediately to maintain the 

most up-to-date and accurate schedule.
• Cancel shifts and remove open shifts so pros don’t 

claim them after they’ve been cancelled.
• Prevent sudden shift cancellations with a setting that 

prevents cancellations within 24 hours of a shift start.
• Drop base rates on individual shifts without  

negatively affecting claiming behavior by lowering 
base rates across the board.

• Keep up the quality of your pro pool with competitive 
rates without overpaying.

It’s not all hard data.  
CareRev has heart data too.

Congrats on your new friendship  
with Smart Rates.

Ironically, even with all the technology, AI, real-time data, and bottom line advantages of Smart Rates, 
one of the best benefits is that it enhances your soft skills too. We call this using “heart” data.  
Additional CareRev features include:
• Communication tools: Designed to help you stay in touch with your pros.
• “Sending Kudos”: An in-app feature that lets you give thanks and recognition.
• Saving favorites: A way to mark your top pros and give them first access to open shifts.

Now that you’ve gotten a chance to know Smart Rates a little better, we hope you have even more  
reasons to believe this platform will fast become your new best friend.
 
If you have any questions, or if you’d like to learn more tricks and tips to get the most out of Smart Rates, 
call your CareRev account manager, use the chat feature in the CareRev marketplace, or shoot us an 
email at smartrates@carerev.com.


